
As part of the development of its activities, B Lab Switzerland is looking for a

Program analyst & Engagement

About the role

As part of the development of its activities, B Lab Switzerland is looking for an experienced
collaborator to support and follow up on the development of sustainability strategies and plan of
actions in companies collaborating with the organisation.

Under the supervision of the Executive Director, and in close collaboration with the Co-Director of the
engagement programs, the program analyst is responsible for monitoring the pledges and action
plans taken within the framework of the Swiss Triple Impact program (STI). In particular, He/She
ensures that the pledges made within the framework of the program correspond to the standards
required for access to the Swiss Triple Impact national directory (last step of the program). He/She
also makes recommendations on the quality of the documents submitted and suggests ways in
which participants can improve. His/her opinion is decisive for the validation of the companies'
progress in the Swiss Triple Impact, ensuring consistency in the validation process across the
country. Based on the follow-up of the companies' commitments, he/she contributes to drive the
analysis on the overall programs’ outcomes and report accordingly in the consolidated activity
report.

The program analyst is also regularly called upon to contribute to other activities carried out by B
Lab, in particular to support some companies’ sustainability committees in their role of implementing
sustainability strategies. To that end, he/she works in close collaboration with the B Corp certification
lead team, and can be called to design and facilitate workshops.

He/she has a proven ability to work in an autonomous and agile fashion, being capable to handle
several files at once, adapting to evolving operational priorities. He/she must have solid analytical
skills, especially when it comes to socio-environmental performance and understanding of
companies’ pathways to sustainability.

Responsibilities

Swiss Triple Impact - performance review lead
● Review all action plans and pledges submitted within the framework of the Step 3 of the

Swiss Triple Impact program, ensuring consistency in the validation process through a
reading grid based on SMART criteria;

● Propose concrete recommendations for companies that do not meet the expected
standards;



● As full member of the Performance review Committee, validate the listing of the company in
the Directory.

Internal communication and external reporting
● Foster collaboration among all STI regional coordinators, who remain the first entry point for

participating companies. Organize regular internal meetings with STI Regional coordinators
to support step 3 internal adhesion and understanding by the latter;

● Monitor the progress of the STI step 3 process, report on any obstacles met during the
validation phase and propose corrective measures;

● In a spirit of a continuous improvement process, lead the production of case studies to share
examples of solid pledges and action plans, which can be then disseminated across regional
platforms

● Develop analytical data on the program’s outcome and drive the drafting of the first
consolidated report on STI activity (due Q1 2022)

Support to other B Lab activities
● Knowing B LAb Switzerland activities, the program analyst will also join project and impact

activities like supporting the B Corp certification team in activities related to companies’
internal engagement processes and implementation of sustainability strategies. Can take the
form of contributing to design and facilitate ad hoc workshops

Required Qualifications/Skills
● Detail-oriented with excellent organizational / analytical skills and adherence to deadlines
● Experience in building processes and supporting management system approach
● Able to communicate effectively in an environment characterized by collaborators working in

remote locations
● Self-motivated and able to work independently when necessary
● Language skills required:

○ French / English (working proficiency)
○ German (Professional)

Education and Experience
● Master degree in sustainability/business administration or equivalent experience
● Minimum 3-5 years experience in related fields
● Minimum 1-3 years’ management experience

Conditions
● Fix position from 80%
● Location: Geneva, Bern or Zürich
● Compensation: based on experience

Starting date: as soon as possible

Please send your application by email to job@blab-switzerland.ch
For any questions, please contact support@blab-switzerland.ch

mailto:job@blab-switzerland.ch
mailto:support@blab-switzerland.ch


About B Lab Switzerland
B Lab Switzerland is the Swiss branch of the non-profit organization B Lab, whose activities include
providing the B Impact Assessment management programs and tools, delivering the B Corp
Certification, and carrying out advocacy for governance structures like the Benefit Corporations. B
Lab Switzerland has launched different programs to promote sustainable socio-environmental and
economic development at city and country levels, as the Swiss Triple Impact (STI) Program.

About the Swiss Triple Impact Program (STI)
The Swiss Triple Impact is a nationwide program initiated by B Lab Switzerland, designed for Swiss
companies of all sizes and sectors to work towards a positive change in the global economy and
leverage opportunities through sustainable changes.


